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how to use burp scanner in burp suite professional. burp scanner is a powerful tool for manual testers who want to perform automated scans of their target applications. you can choose what type of payload to send to your target, and you can control the payloads you send, even as you scan through the application. whether you're new
to burp suite or a seasoned pro, burp intruder has some great features to help you detect, analyze, and remediate potential problems. you can read about these features in more detail in the burp intruder help. and if you've not already tried burp suite pro, you might want to check out our burp suite pro series of tutorials, which will guide

you through the product's features. one of burp's most useful features is its ability to easily automate some of the tedious tasks that would otherwise have to be repeated for every response. this means you can concentrate on the important stuff - like getting to the data you need. now that you've built yourself a bot to carry out your
attacks, you need to be sure you're getting the best from it. burp collaborator allows you to carry out a number of automated attacks - and it's capable of automatically finding certain things you might want to check. from credential guessing to cross-site request forgery, and even blind sql injection attacks. burp collaborator is a tool for

any tester, and you can read more about its features in the burp collaborator help, which also has some great tutorial videos. burp collaborator also gives you the ability to recover from problems. if something goes wrong, you can easily try and re-enact the issue by replaying the attack against the same endpoint. a great way to uncover
potential vulnerabilities. and if that doesn't work, there's a way to check the http log for any additional information.
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burp suite provides a number of ways to send the response under monitoring to another burp tool, which can be useful for analysis. for example, if you've picked up a session with a vulnerable application, you can do something as simple as drop a payload in the url bar and the session will be sent under monitoring so that you can see
the data. alternatively, if you're interested in learning more about a particular vulnerability, you can use burp intruder to send the session under monitoring to burp scanner. if you have more than one instance of burp scanner running, you can compare the data using burp collaborator. the actual process of sending the response under
monitoring is simple: to get a good idea of what this is looking for, change the no of items to show and the sort order, which can be set to first. burp can search for many things in an application, so it's important to get an idea of what it can find. burp will now be scanning the target site. to see what it's doing, change the scan delay to a

value of 5000ms and press start. you can see the intruder tab will change to update itself as it's scanning the application. as it scans, it will mark any items it finds with a red marker. our project involves the use of a web application that has been recently updated and also includes the use of several user-authentication steps. we're going
to need to use burp intruder to attack the authentication process and decrypt the user's session. there are two basic types of attacks we'll be doing. the first is brute-forcing the user's password or username. the second is the actual attack of authenticating as a valid user and then taking over the session. this will require a number of

different attacks. 5ec8ef588b
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